KU trailhead wins design awards

The Stanley D. and Janet B. Roth Trailhead, built earlier this year at the KU Field Station by KU architecture students, has won two design awards from the American Institute of Architects. It serves as a gateway to two of the public nature trails that traverse part of the main area of the Field Station, north of Lawrence.
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Professor to study Garmin structure

Greg Thomas, a KU design professor in the School of Architecture, Design and Planning, has been invited to observe activities within the industrial design and engineering departments at Garmin, a company that for years has integrated the two areas in pursuit of innovative products.
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Big Band Christmas

Kansas Public Radio will welcome the holiday season with its fourth annual Big Band Christmas concert. The celebration of holiday tunes performed by the Kansas City Jazz Orchestra will be 8 p.m. Dec. 8 at Liberty Hall in Lawrence.
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Cline to co-chair APLU council

The Association of Public Land-grant Universities Council of Government Affairs elected Jack Cline, KU's federal relations director, as co-chairman at their 125th annual meeting Nov. 11-13 in Denver.
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